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GENERAL MEETING
INLAND EMPIRE FLY FISHING CLUB

Airport Ramada Inn
September Meeting is Cancelled

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Bob Schmitt
My Fellow Members,
These trying times continue. In spite of the best efforts of many, knowing when this pandemic will
start to wane is anyone’s guess. Because many of
our members are in the group that the CDC would
call ‘vulnerable’, we should wait until ‘Stage IV’ to
assemble for a general meeting. In any case, Washington State Covid-19 rules are going to ban all buffets until we reach Stage IV. And, as you already
know, the Ramada Inn at the airport will be our new
home. The management there has cut us a sweet
deal. They will supply a one entree buffet for $25
and a two entree for $28. They’ve waived the room
rent and the bar service fee. I’ve met with the
‘worker bees’ that do the room setup and they’ve
been very cooperative. They’ve provided space to
store our badge cases and a few other items that
we’ll need for our meetings. I think things are going
to work out quite well for us. I can’t wait to be able
to get together out there.

September, 2020
Editors: Lee Funkhouser and Guy Gregory

SEPTEMBER MEETING
CANCELLED
Unfortunately COVID-19 has not been
brought under control. The September
meeting is cancelled, but we hope to resume as soon as we reach phase 4 of the
reopening.
Enjoy the Fall fishing and we look forward to a time when we can meet again.
lack of contact. With that said, the Inland Empire
Fly Fishing Club has been in existence since 1956
and be damned if I want it to fade away on my
watch. Because of that, if anyone of you has a
short story of interest, fishing oriented or otherwise, please send it to me. I’m looking for stories
to put in my President’s Isolationist Messages.
Here’s looking to a brighter future. Meantime stay
healthy and stay safe.

At the suggestion of some of our members, I’ve instituted what I call a ‘President’s Isolationist Message’. I hope you members don’t think it’s too
‘hokey’. My motivation here is to maintain contact
with you members and to keep everyone at least
thinking about the Inland Empire Fly Fishing Club
even though we can’t get together in person. I’m
sure that because of this pandemic there are going to
be thousands of businesses that will cease to exist
and I’d bet there will be a lot of social clubs that will
go the same direction just because of inactivity and
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WILLIAM PENN MILLER
By Lee Funkhouser
I was recently checking our website and had a very interesting email. It
showed a picture of our third edition of the “Flies of the Northwest”, which
was printed in 1974. This note accompanied the picture:
My grandpa was a merchant marine and fly fisherman who lived in Seattle.
He passed away in the early 1980s. I stored his fly fishing equipment.
Came across this the other day. Already have a copy?
Regards,
Brian Miller Portland
I responded to Brian that I was interested in obtaining the book and he immediately wrote back:
Unless you can think of a better place it should go - to a family member or
something - I would probably just want to donate it to your club in his
name. Maybe one day, if my son is ever interested, your club could show
him how his great grandpa used to fish. I remember spending more
time watching him tie flies in his garage as a youngster than I remember
fishing with him. Mostly I remember trips to the donut shop in his camper
van. I also have a bunch of his old equipment - no rods, just other stuff and I’m honestly not sure what I should keep as a memory and what I
should donate to a fine organization such as yours. I found some flies but
I’m not sure if they are store bought or ones he tied himself. Anyway, as
luck would have I’m driving to Coeur d’Alene on Monday for the week. My
13yo son is checking out the hockey academy there. I could drop it off on
my way there or back .

William Penn Miller

Brian and his son did come by and we had a great conversation regarding Brian’s
grandfather. He was a towboat engineer on the Columbia River, Puget Sound and the
Inside Passage to Alaska. He was also an avid salmon, trout and steelhead fisherman.
Brian sent me a photo of his grandfather, William Penn Miller, with a steelhead he
caught while fishing on his favorite river, the Skykomish.
It was an honor to receive the items that Brian brought with him and I feel like Bill
would have been a great guy to fish with. I cannot thank his grandson enough for
reaching out to us.

RYAN SANDVIG DOCK
By Stephen Aspinwall
Ryan caught this off his dock this past June using a hexagenia nymph at his lake cabin in
Montana. He also does the same in the summer using dry flies. Hexagenias dry flies hatch
near dark so watch out for the bats that come after the may flies and your imitations on the
water!
I sure hope he invites me back!!
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PEBBLE MINE
Excerpts from various sources
The Pebble Mine controversy surges on, but the latest excerpts indicate the tide is moving to the
side of halting the project. Great news for those interested in saving the salmon fishery. Here are
some of the more recent reports.
Associated Press
The Trump administration plans to block a proposed copper and gold mine near the headwaters of a
major U.S. salmon fishery in Alaska, six people described as familiar with its plans told Politico on
Saturday.
The administration's rejection of the Pebble Mine project is expected to come after Trump faced
pressure to stop it from GOP mega- donor Andy Sabin, Bass Pro Shops CEO Johnny Morris and
his eldest son, Donald Trump Jr., Politico reported.
"With any government, whether it be Obama or Trump, nothing is certain until it happens, and
that's just the nature of this beast," Sabin, who has spoken with the president about the proposed
mine, said in an interview with Politico.
"But I'm fairly certain that you're going to get good news."
Army Corps rips Alaska mine plan
A N C H O R A G E , ALASKA. A proposed gold and copper mine at the headwaters of the
world's largest sockeye salmon fishery in Alaska would cause "unavoidable adverse impacts," the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers said in a letter to the developer released Monday.
The corps is giving Pebble Limited Partnership 90 days to come up with a mitigation plan for thousands of acres and nearly 200 miles of streams to secure a key federal permit to proceed.
It's a seemingly stunning reversal for the corps, which just last month said in an environmental review that the proposed mine under normal operations "would not be expected to have a measurable
effect on fish numbers."
Comment from Trout Unlimited
“This is a good day for Bristol Bay,” said Nelli Williams, Alaska director of Trout Unlimited. “No
corner should be cut when considering a giant mine in the heart of a place this cherished and important. The Pebble Partnership put forward a half-baked plan with a litany of problems. Pebble had its
opportunity to go through the process, but the project fails to meet the standards required. Kudos to
all the decision makers involved for calling Pebble out on that.”
“This is a moment to celebrate,” said Williams. “The opposition to this project runs strong and
deep, the science is clear, and there is no way this ill-conceived project can coexist with Bristol Bay
salmon. The message is clear from sportsmen and women across the country to the Pebble Partnership: It’s time to pack up and go home. You’re not welcome in Bristol Bay.”
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WSCFFI OFFICERS
Members of the Washington Council of Fly Fishers International re-elected seven directors and added
Dave McCoy as a new director in the election of officers in June. In total more than one-fifth of the
members of the Washington Council cast ballots. That was the largest number of ballots cast in recent
years.
The group joins 11 other directors elected in prior years to round out the 2020-21 leadership of the
Washington Council.

Officers/Directors and their roles for the year ahead are:
Bill Wheeler President
Jim Maus
Treasurer
Jim Athearn
Secretary
Robert Gerlach VP West
Chet Allison
VP East
Larry Gibbs
VP Membership
Carol Anderson VP Education
Steve Jones
VP Communication
Sam Matalone Web Master
Mike Clancy
Conservation and Government Affairs
Jay Woodbury Veteran’s Affairs
Carl Johnson Past President

Directors at Large
Trisha Campbell
Larry Hartman
Peter Maunsell
Kuni Masuda
Dave McCoy
David Paul Williams
Don Simonson
To reach out to any officers or directors contact:
VPCommunications@wscffi.org

You will notice that we have two members of the Inland
Empire Fly Fishing Club on the list of officers. Congratulations to both Chet Allison and Jim Athearn for being
elected. You both are deserving and we know you will
represent IEFFC and the Fly Fishing community quite
well. We are proud to have you as members and are here
to assist you in any manner necessary.

WSCFFI VP Chet Allison

WSCFFI Secretary Jim Athearn
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CONSERVATION REPORT
By Jerry McBride
WDFW has put a hold on volunteer projects due to COVID-19 so we will not be putting down
gravel at Amber Lake or fin clipping at the hatchery.
The Bayley Lake spawning channel cleanup is still on for September 26. As usual I am looking for
five members with boats and five members who want to get involved with a club project to team up
with them.
After the channel cleanup we will fish Bayley. The club buys breakfast at Zips in Chewelah. Not sure what the rules are due to COVID-19 but I think we can figure out a way to get fed
breakfast.

ALASKA IS OPEN
Pictures from Jerry McBride
Jerry McBride and Phil Beck recently returned from their trip to Alaska. Following months of
not knowing if the trip would happen, they were rewarded with an excellent trip that included lots
of Alaskan beauty and plenty of fish. Here are some pictures that Jerry was able to take.

Nice Fish!!
The Bears
Fish for Jerry

Around the Campfire

Guide Dave Holds Fish for Phil

Land of the Midnight Sun
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CUTTHROAT SLAM
By Guy Gregory
I have never been one to keep score when angling. Partly because I would lose all the time, but
mostly because it is not a competition for me. I am more inclined to pursue native fish in their native habitats, though, because it interests me. When I first heard of the Wyoming Cutt-slam, I decided someday maybe. Leon Buckles’ presentation to the club
last September brought those thoughts back to mind, and Covid19 settled any argument. That day is this year.
Wyoming hosts 5 species of Cutthroat trout but does not include
the Westslope in their “Slam”, because it is present only in a
small area of Yellowstone Park. The other 4 are named for their
ancestral home waters: Snake River, Colorado, Yellowstone, and
Bonneville.
Bonneville Cutthroat
I pursued the Bonneville, which occupies the Bear River drainage in
SW Wyoming, first. Setting up in a USFS campsite, I walked in the evening up the small gulch behind camp. A couple of beaver ponds split the willows, and
wow! Big spots aft, finer along the back….Bonneville is done!

The next day I prospected some small drainages for more Bonnies. Later in the day I set up a new camp on another river in the
Snake River basin. Just after dinner, this nice fish came to net.
Fine spots all over, check! Cool!
I used that camp as a base and chased over the crest of the Range
into the Colorado River drainage, focusing on one beautiful
Snake River Cutthroat
creek area. No love for me, until, as the thunderstorms came over the
divide, I hooked another small fish. Yet I failed to set the hook! The skies closed in, lightning all
around, and high mountain hail beat the hell out of me for making such a mistake.
Next day I picked up camp and fished road accessible portions of small streams to the south of
where I’d been. The streams were all out of shape from the thunderstorms, cloudy and high. No
good hits for me this day! I retreated to town to repair some thunderstorm-related vehicle damage,
have a shower, and phone home.
After gathering some additional intelligence I went to a well
recommended creek for the Colorado fish. I hooked a hybrid or
two low in the drainage but, seeking the pure strain, I headed
higher. Sure enough, at some beaver ponds on the old Oregon
Trail, I brought this fish to hand…big spots aft, dark green
back…A Colorado fish…not large, but it counts.

Colorado Cutthroat
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CUTTHROAT SLAM (continued)
On my way north to prime Yellowstone country in the Wind River drainage, I pondered the situation. This scorekeeping was not comfy and fishing a couple of days for a single small trout seemed
kind of silly. Yet, each fish had taken me into some unusual and separate environments, so it had
become beyond a pursuit of fish, becoming an experience of
place.
My first day after a Yellowstone fish yielded only a breakfast
of brookies in several high, relatively dry stream drainages on
bone-jarring roads. My day two plan was to go to a popular
lake in the area. There, I met several fellow travelers, and because lake cutthroat are so familiar I adopted flies and tactics
familiar to the northwest angler. Sure enough, 20 minutes after my first cast, the last and largest of my Cutthroat quarry.
Yellowstone Cutthroat

Later that day over a fine Pilsner in Jackson I reflected on the four ‘counters’. Two small, eager
fish. One sizable, wild and cagey river fish, and a trophy lake fish, all from separate and distinct
ecosystems, all on public land, and now an expanded life list of cutthroat species. I saddled up for
Idaho to explore some unfamiliar water, and another drainage I had neglected for 30 years.
In the end, it was a great road trip in these pandemic days. I masked in grocery stores and other
places where I was around people, otherwise it was just me and Dugan for a dozen days. My social
distance was measured in miles.
Wyoming Fish and Game sponsors the Cutt-Slam program, it’s a way for them to promote wild fish
and wild land conservation. It works. You can do the research yourself and bushwhack your way
around the national Forest like I did, or you can get a guide who’ll undoubtedly put you into fine
fish in a day or two, at least some of which will be private land. As a public land advocate, I found
the planning and the trip unusually rewarding at this phase of my angling life. And they send you
some snazzy swag for finishing. Go to https://wgfd.wyo.gov/Fishing-and-Boating/Cutt-Slam for
info on getting on your way.
Some scenic shots…it’s generally pretty good dry fly water.
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On The North Fork With Father David
Father David Kuttner never seems to do things the normal way. Recently, Rich Landers joined Lee Funkhouser and Father David to do a
photo shoot for an article Rich is writing.
The morning started slowly with a couple whitefish and a few small cutthroat. Then Father David got what would become the “catch of the day”,
a nice pair of sunglasses, hooked with a nymph rig. Doing his duty to
clean up the river, he did not catch and release them. He also made a
quick check to make sure the angler who lost them wasn't floundering in
the water upstream or floating face
down in the eddy. Nice Catch !
In addition to the glasses, Father David did catch some very
nice cutthroat. One is pictured here. Note that he took the
fly out of that trout, dropping it next to him and, while releasing the fish he had just caught, another cutthroat took
his abandoned fly and hooked itself. You can’t tell me Father David doesn’t get a little help from above.

COVID-19 Keeping Us Home
What a year. Trips have been cancelled. Plans have been altered. Fishing has sometimes become
a solitary event. We drive to a fishing destination in separate vehicles to stay safe and then keep
our distance while hiking along the stream. We want to fish and we know it is better for us than
being sedentary at home.
Yes, we miss the trips to B.C., but Montana is open to us,
Idaho is nearby and producing some solid fishing, and we
are so blessed to have local Washington state fishing that,
at times, is pretty awesome.
We will get through this. Stay safe and stay well.

ROSTER CHANGES
None to report. If we have missed your information, please send it in to our gmail
address.
flyleaf.ieffc@gmail.com.
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FLY OF THE MONTH
Elk Hair Caddis

September 2020

Barry Ord Clarke

This classic caddis pattern is from the tying bench of well know American fly tyer Al Troth.
This is probably the most well known caddis pattern in existence, and rightly so. The EHC, as it is also known, is one of the
best adult caddis patterns that you could use. Barry has fished this pattern for at least 30 years, and every season it never fails
to provide him with great sport.
Most of the materials are readily available but in the past few years the bleached elk hair has become more difficult to obtain. Al Troth himself recommends that you use the thigh hair from a cow elk, bleached. This I have found impossible to
obtain but any good quality bleached elk does a good job. If you find like me that the bleached elk cannot be obtained, regular elk will also do a good job, it’s just a little more difficult to see at a distance on the water.
You can fish this pattern dry so that it just floats high on the hackle points, you can fish it half drowned so that it gurgles like
a popper when retrieved and you can even fish it wet just under the surface. A brilliant all around pattern.
Barry is the author of “Fly Tying Techniques”, which is available on Amazon and numerous other sites.

Hook: Mustad R30 #16-10.
Thread: Dyneema.
Hackle: Brown Cock.
Wing: Bleached Elk.
Body: Olive Dubbing.

Attach the tying thread and run it along the hook shank until it hangs level with the hook barb. Prepare the
hackle and tie in at the base of the hook shank.
Attach the dubbing to the tying thread and begin to build up the body of the fly. Once you have dubbed the
whole body make sure you leave enough space for the elk wing head (2 mm behind the hook eye) secure
the dubbing with a few turns of tying thread.
Using a hackle plier, wind on the hackle, palmered style, along the whole of the dubbed body. Tie off
the hackle and trim off the excess.

With the use of a small hair stacker even the ends of a small bunch of elk hair. You can also remove the
under wool at this stage. Remove the hair from the stacker and lie it along the top of the hook as shown to
measure the correct length of wing required.

Still holding the hair in place, change hands and make two loose turns of tying thread around the head of
the fly, and pull tight. Make a couple more turns of tying thread to secure the wing. You can now trim off
the surplus elk hair butt ends to make that distinctive EHC head. Tie off the tying thread and remove.
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FFI ONLINE TO RETURN

FFI Online is preparing to reboot for the fall/winter of 2020-2021! This
exciting initiative to bring the FFI experience to our members and the
broader fly fishing community will return with a new season of live webcasts on fly tying, casting, conservation, global fly fishing travel, FFI
Women Connect, and other exciting episodes. Stay tuned for details coming soon.
MARKETING AND COMMUNICATION
HELP WANTED
As FFI continues to transform and evolve, one critically important component will be the development of a Comprehensive Marketing and
Communication Strategy. The goal is to expand our messaging to more
effectively communicate FFI’s mission and value to you, the fly fishing
community. Let us know if you can help by sending an email
to info@flyfishersinternational.org
JOINING FFI
There is no better time to consider joining FFI than now. It’s easy and you will be joining a
number of IEFFC members already involved in the organization.

To Join FFI simply go to the website listed:
http://www.flyfishersinternational.org/
Click Membership, Click join, then the blue round button.
Join the FFI today
Fly Fishers International
Conserve, Restore and Educate Through Fly Fishing
The Inland Empire Fly Fishing Club
FFI Charter Member and McKenzie Plaque Winner
The WSCFFI through your support can continue our mission to conserve and restore our resources, and educate fly fishers in our sport and grow advocacy for fish
and fisheries.

Submissions for publication in The Fly Leaf can be made by contacting the IEFFC at
flyleaf.ieffc@gmail.com. Articles should be submitted by the last Friday of the month
for inclusion in the following months newsletter.

